In the process of attribute reduction, the importance degree of a condition attribute is generally measured by means of the dependence degree between the condition attribute and the decision attribute set. If the dependence degree of the condition attribute is 0, we generally think that the condition attribute does not affect the decision results of the decision table and can be directly deleted form the condition attribute set. However, to some extent, it cuts off the connection of the condition attribute and other attributes, resulting in a great loss of valuable information in the decision table. Therefore, based on the fact that the dependency degree of the condition attribute set is more credible than the dependency degree of a single condition attribute, this paper researches the dependency degree of the condition attribute set and puts forward a calculation method for dependency degree of condition attribute set using a discernibility matrix. This paper also presents and proves a theorem to improve the proposed method. The proposed method can quickly get the discernibility matrix and can directly calculate the dependency degree of the condition attribute set. The theoretical analysis and the simulation experiment comparison results all show that the proposed method has better effectiveness and lower time complexity.
Introduction
Rough set was proposed by Polish scholar Z. Pawlak in 1982 [2] and has been widely used in many fields, such as machine learning [19] , data mining [7] , fault diagnosis [12] , fuzzy control [18] , and so on. Its core research content is to reduce knowledge to obtain the most representative condition attribute subset and the simplest set of classification rules according to the condition attribute set, the decision attribute set and the decision object set of decision table or information table [17] . Knowledge reduction includes attribute reduction [14] and classification rule reduction [5] . At present, domestic and foreign scholars mainly study in terms of attribute reduction [6] .
In attribute reduction, the importance degree of a condition attribute is generally measured by means of the dependence degree between the condition attribute and the decision attribute set [16] . If the dependence degree of a condition attribute is 1, then the decision attribute set is totally dependent on the condition attribute; if the dependence degree of a condition attribute is 0, then the decision attribute set is totally independent on the condition attribute; if the dependence degree of a condition attribute is in the interval (0,1), then the decision attribute set is partially dependent on the condition attribute. At present, there are many research achievements on dependence degree of a single condition attribute [1, 4, 10, 11] . It is generally acknowledged that the condition attribute with dependence degree 0 does not affect the decision results of the decision table and can be deleted directly from the condition attribute set. However, to some extent, it cut off the connection of the condition attribute and other condition attributes, so that it results in a greater loss of valuable information in the decision table.
In fact, the dependency degree of the condition attribute set is more credible than the dependency degree of a single condition attribute. It not only reflects the importance degree of condition attributes on the decision results, but also maintains the organic relation between condition attributes. At present, there are many research achievements on dependence degree of condition attribute set [9, 13, 15, 20] . However, these methods are generally generated on the basis of equivalence class, and their time complexity are very high, which is not conducive to solving relevant problems.
Because the discernibility matrix has a great advantage in attribute reduction, it has been widely used in attribute reduction [8] . In this case, this paper studies the dependency degree of condition attribute set based on discernibility matrix, a calculation method for dependency degree of condition attribute set is proposed, and its lower time complexity is proven by mathematical theoretical analysis and its effectiveness is verified with practical examples.
Basic theory
Given a decision information system
, U is a non-empty finite set of data objects, A C D  is an attribute set, C and D are the condition attribute set and the decision attribute set respectively, f: U A V is an information function. The basic knowledges related to this paper are as follows [3] : 
The knowledge of a decision information system can be described by the decision attribute set D, and can also be described by the condition attribute set C. As to which to use, it depends on the dependency relationship between functions in a database.
Definition 4 (Dependency degree
is an attribute set. C and D are the condition attribute set and the decision attribute set respectively. The dependency degree that describes the decision attribute set D based on the condition attribute set BC  is defined by
It is called that D depends on B with the dependency degree (0 1) kk , and is denoted by BD  . Among them, () card represents the cardinality of a set. 
 is a condition attribute set which consists of more than one attribute. The dependency degree that describes the decision attribute set D based on the condition attribute set B is called the dependency degree of condition attribute set B.
Proposed calculation method for dependency degree of condition attribute set
If more than one dependency degrees of condition attribute are equal in a decision information system, it is difficult to determine which attribute is more important. In this case, in order to distinguish the importance degree of these attributes, we need combine the evaluated attribute with other condition attributes (two or more) and calculate the dependency degree of these condition attributes. At present, there are many research achievements on dependence degree of condition attribute set [9, 13, 15, 20] . These research achievements are generally generated on the basis of equivalence class. The algorithm in literature [15] is a classical and more representative dependency degree evaluation algorithm of this kind, which many other existing degree evaluation algorithms for condition attribute set are based on. We take the algorithm in literature [15] as an example to analyze the performance of this kind of algorithm. The detailed algorithm in literature [15] is described as follows:
Begin:// Generate the equivalence class for each combination of condition attributes for i=1 to n for j=i+1 to n Compare the values of objects i x and j x on the selected combination of condition attributes, and put i x , which is very high and is not conducive to solving relevant problems.
Because the discernibility matrix has a great advantage in attribute reduction, it has been widely used in attribute reduction [8] . In order to overcome the deficiencies of the above algorithms, this paper proposes a new calculation method for dependency degree of condition attribute set based on discernibility matrix and is described as follows: end for the dependency degree of condition attribute set B=Card(A)/Card(U); end for return the dependency degree of each condition attribute subset. End.
The time complexity analysis: If there are m condition attributes and n objects in in a decision information system, the time complexity of the proposed method consists of two parts: ① the time complexity 
Experimental verification
On the experiment platform with 2.40GHz CPU frequency, 8GB RAM and Windows 8.1 operation system, we employ the following six data sets [15] to compare the proposed method with the algorithms in literatures [13, 15, 20] to validate the performance of the proposed method.
① A decision information table is shown in Table 1 , which includes 4 condition attributes, 1 decision attribute and 8 objects. Table 1. A decision table  U  a  b  c  d  D  x1  2  0  1  0  0  x2  2  1  1  0  0  x3  0  1  1  0  0  x4  1  2  2  0  1  x5  1  2  0  1  1  x6  0  2  2  1  1  x7  0  2  1  1  2  x8  2  2  1  1  2 ② Bupa data set in UCI knowledge base provided by University of California which includes 6 condition attributes, 5 decision attributes and 428 data records.
③ Diabetes data set in UCI knowledge base provided by University of California which includes 8 condition attributes, 2 decision attributes and 798 data records.
④ Breast data set in UCI knowledge base provided by University of California which includes 9 condition attributes, 2 decision attributes and 817 data records.
⑤ Segmentation data set in UCI knowledge base provided by University of California which includes 19 condition attributes, 7 decision attributes and 2932 data records.
⑥ Chess End-Game data set in UCI knowledge base provided by University of California which includes 36 condition attributes, 1 decision attribute and 3196 data records.
For the convenient expression, the proposed method in this paper is referred to as "NM", the algorithm in literature [15] is referred to as "LM", the algorithm in literature [13] is referred to as "BM" and the algorithm in literature [20] is referred to as "TM".
We adopt MATLAB 7.0 to implement numerical calculation, select the consumed time (units: s) as the measure of time complexity, and employ the close degree between the calculation result of dependency degree of each selected algorithm and the calculation result of dependency degree of the classical rough set theory [3] as the measure of dependency degree of condition attribute set. In the experiment, each algorithm is performed 10 times, and we take the average time of the 10 records as the experimental results of the consumed time and the average of close degree of the 10 records as the experimental results of the close degree. The experimental comparison results are shown in Table 2 .
As seen from Table 2 , the close degrees of the four algorithms are approximately equal and are up to 99%. This indicates that the four algorithms can all obtain a better condition attribute subset when they are used in attribute reduction. The consumed time of the four algorithms from large to small is about the proposed LM TM  BM > NM, and the time of NM is far lower than that of the other three algorithms. With the increase of data set scale, the bigger the data set scale is, the more obvious the time advantage of NM is. Through careful analysis, we find that the four algorithms are all based on the classical rough set theory and have not deviated from the actual decision results. Therefore, their close degrees are very high and approximately equal. However, because the time complexity of NM is () O n m  . So, in the case of a small amount of data, the consumed time of the four kinds of algorithms has no obvious difference, but with an increase of data set scale, the advantage of the time performance of the proposed method is very obvious.
Conclusions
In a decision information table, the condition attribute with dependence degree 0 may have an impact on other condition attributes. In that case, the dependency degree of condition attribute set can reflect the real condition better. This paper proposed a calculation method for dependency degree of condition attribute set based on discernibility matrix. The theoretical analysis and the simulation experiment results all show that the proposed method has better effectiveness and lower time complexity, which is valuable in attribute reduction in practice.
